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That J.S. Bach, a composer closely associated 
with Lutheranism, would write music for Latin 
mass texts strikes many as enigmatic. On high 
feast days, however, the main Leipzig churches 
performed Latin music and thus we have 
wonderful pieces such as the Magnificat (for 
Vespers), separate mass movements, missae, 
and masses. The simplicity of the Kryie text as 
well as the familiarity of the Gloria text, which 
constitute the Lutheran missa settings, made 
these works not only acceptable but, because of 
their universality, appropriate for many different 
occasions rather than a specific liturgical day as 
was the case with the Cantatas. There is also 
much evidence that the discipline of studying 
earlier contrapuntal composers and their Latin 
settings and incorporating that style into one's 
own work was very much in mode both during 
and after the time of J. S. Bach. 

Music critics have also highly criticized Bach's Latin settings, including his great B minor 
Mass, as being merely parodies of his earlier compositions using German text. The fact 
is that much of Bach's later music is a parody, adaptation, or revision of his earlier 
music. The B minor Mass draws extensively on a very early Lutheran mass and 
previously completed Sanctus. Many of his cantatas are re-workings of earlier works, 
often secular ones. Rather than considering this a detriment, however, such review, 
revision and parody in the hands of a master craftsman like Bach only heighten the 
musical value as well as our awe in such technical mastery.  All the movements of the 
Lutheran missa are modeled off earlier works. Often composers would choose to rework 
an older composition not out of laziness or lack of inspiration, but rather to preserve a 
particularly dear or felicitous movement by giving new life in a new guise. 

The Lutheran Masses, four of which are published and available to us today, were 
composed and then regularly performed from about 1736 onwards. They were not 
“festive“ settings for special occasions but rather “ordinary“ service music. 

For more details, visit the website:  
 
http://www.bach.org/bach101/masses/g_minor_mass/g_minor_mass.html 
 


